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2. Introduction
2.1. Video based vehicle tracking
Over the past few years more and more interest in video based vehicle-tracking systems has
been expressed. This is because the demand for detailed traffic information gets ever bigger.
The technology that has been used to date to monitor traffic is mainly based on the use of
magnetic loop detectors in the road surface. Installing these loops in the road is a very costly
matter and it disrupts the traffic. Placing video monitoring systems has fewer drawbacks.
Furthermore, a video-based vehicle tracking system has the potential to obtain much more
traffic information than loop detectors do.
Currently several algorithms have been developed to track vehicles within video sequences.
Although all found algorithms still have to contend with a lot of problems, some do work
reasonably well.

2.2. The problem
Even if the existing algorithms would obtain perfect results in their current form, still one big
problem remains. Most algorithms are very computational intensive. Because of that they can
not be run in real time. Great computational complexity is a common problem in digital image
processing. This is because most operations have to be performed on every single pixel in an
image. When processing an image sequence, every single image in the sequence has to be
processed. This increases the demand on computational power hugely.

2.3. The research question
To be able to run vehicle-tracking algorithms in real time a cut back must be made in the

computational demand. This could be done by changing the algorithm. But, as stated above,
this great demand results from the huge amount of images and pixels in those images, on
which operations have to be performed. The idea is, therefore, to cut back in image resolution
and framerate. This should decrease the needed processing time. The question is, however,
how this would affect the performance of tracking algorithms. This leads to my research
question:
What effect would a cut back in resolution and framerate have on the performance of tracking
algorithms?
The purpose of this question is to find out whether a decrease in demands on resources by
tracking algorithms can be obtained by decreasing resolution and framerate. A compromise
should be found between computational needs and performance, such that a system can be run
in real-time whilst acquiring acceptable results.

2.4. Cutting back in resolution
As cameras get better and better, the resolutions that they achieve get higher all the time. Very

high resolutions like 1024x768 pixels are not uncommon anymore. But also from lower base
resolutions a cut back can still be made. The images below will give an example:

Figure 2.4-1 The same image in three resolutions. The subscript gives the number of collumns
and the number of rows

The example above shows the same image in three different resolutions. The first is the
original resolution. In this we can clearly locate a vehicle in the lower part of the middle lane.
In the second image we can still locate the vehicle. We can not describe its features in detail,
but the location is still clear. In the last image we can only locate the vehicle with a little bit of
imagination. Whether this imagination is enough is to be questioned. The table below shows
the computational implications of the cutback in resolution:
resolution
352x288

#pixels
101376

35x28
17x14

980
238

The table above shows that the second image contains over 100 times less pixels than the first
one. The gain in losing pixels between the third and the second image is only little more than
a factor 4.

2.5. Cutting back in framerate
A typical video sequence contains about 25 frames per second. The example below shows
that skipping a few frames will not hurt very much:

Figure 2.5-1 Three sample images from the same sequence, each 5 frames apart
In the example above three images are given from the same sequence. Each image is 5 frames
apart in the video sequence. So cut back from a 25 frames per second video sequence this
would leave us with 5 frames per second. As can be seen in the example, we can still easily
trace the vehicle. The example below shows that this is not necessarily always the case if we
skip even more frames:
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Frame 0

Frame 25

Frame 50

Figure 2.5-2 Three sample images from the same sequence, each 25 frames apart

The images in this example are each 25 frames apart. This means that one image is taken per
second. Here, between the first and second frame, it is not clear where this vehicle suddenly
comes from. From the second to the third image, we can see the vehicle has moved along
quite a distance. We suppose it is the same vehicle because we can distinguish some visual
features. Based solely on the location however, we can not judge whether these two vehicles
are the same or not.

2.6. This report
This chapter contained a brief introduction into the subject. The remainder of this report will

start with a literature survey, describing the entire field of motion detection and narrowing

this down to vehicle tracking in general. After that the focus will be on resolution and
framerate within vehicle tracking and answering the research question. In the end some
conclusions will be summarised.
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3. Literature Survey
Algorithms to track vehicles in traffic belong to the field of motion detection. This is a very

broad field with numerous applications and disciplines. In this survey I will first discuss
different kinds of applications of the general field of motion detection found in literature.
Then I will shortly discuss the main approaches in the entire field and further concentrate on
the methods specifically used in vehicle tracking. Next I will touch upon the subject of
performance estimation and quality measures. A subject which literature seems to neglect
most of the time. Finally I will list the main problems in vehicle tracking and some
requirements to which a good vehicle tracker should comply.

3.1. Applications of motion detection in video sequences
A lot of research is done on the subject of motion detection. This subject serves a lot of
purposes. In this paragraph I will look at the main areas of interest, and give some examples
of applications in those areas.

3.1 .1. People watching
An important field of research is people watching [Gavrilla2]. This consists of all different

applications concerning people being observed by video cameras and analysed by computers.
Within the field of people watching there are several different disciplines. One of them is the
tracking of people. This contributes to the 'smart' surveillance systems. Examples of use for
these systems are access control, security surveillance in supermarkets or near vending
machines and detection of people near traffic lights. Another discipline is the research of
Virtual Reality. Motion detection here is used for the interaction in interactive virtual worlds,

games or teleconferencing. A different application concerning interaction is the use of

advanced user interfaces, for example to implement gesture driven control or to translate sign
language. Finally there is motion analysis, in which human motion is processed and being
reasoned about on a higher level. Examples of use are choreography of dance and ballet,
personalised sports training, or a detailed analysis of human actions for medical research
purposes.

Figure 3.1-1 Watching people at a traffic light

Hol
3.1 .2. Traffic surveillance
The second main area, on which a lot of research is done as well, is traffic watching.
Nowadays a growing number of cameras are mounted above roads to observe traffic. The
video output of these cameras has to be monitored by humans. One of the purposes of motion
detection is to remove this need. Another purpose is the replacement of expensive methods to
obtain traffic information (e.g. induction loops beneath the road surface) with a video based
alternative, which is easier to install. Applications are fast incident detection, estimation of
travel times between various points, lane usage, heavy vehicle counts and detailed traffic
condition information [Malik]. Other examples are traffic surveillance and vehicle detection
from unmanned helicopters [Coradeshi] and a 'digital rear-view mirror' as a driving aid, to
help a driver of a vehicle analyse traffic situations on the road behind him [Leeuwen].
-
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Figure 3.1-2 A camera mounted on a lamppost to monitor traffic

3.1 .3. Robotics
A third main area of research is the field of robotics. Robots in this sense can be any kind of
autonomous entities. Motion detection is used to navigate and control a robot through its
environment and to acquire information about that environment. A not so obvious example is
an autonomous underwater vehicle [Trucco]. To be able to cope with its environment, a robot
must have a model of this environment. This can be learned from its sensory inputs or preprogrammed. For robots motion detection play to big roles. The robot moves through the
environment, and needs to be aware of its ego-motion to be able to navigate through it. On the
other hand, a robot can encounter other moving objects. It also needs to detect the motion of
these, to be able to avoid them or even to be able to interact with them.
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Figure 3.1-3 An autonomous robot with camera mounted on top

3.1 .4. Movie industry
Another area on which motion detection is used to minimise human effort is in the movie

industry. For example rotoscoping, digital postproduction in which the moving foreground
object is separated from the background, is a tedious job which can be made much easier
using motion detection techniques [Giaccone]. The description of scenes is also much easier
when a digital pre-processing is done which focuses only on movements in a scene [Wang].

3.1 .5. Video compression
Finally motion detection is used in modem model based coding techniques which are used for

video compression [Gavrilla2]. In this backgrounds, which change little, don't have to be
coded as detailed as moving objects.

3.2. Approaches
3.2.1. Introduction
In processing video images to extract motion several approaches are used. These can be

grouped into three groups [Gavrilla]

1. 3D approaches: These use explicit 3D shape models. Such a model represents an object
that is being observed. These models use a lot of a priori knowledge on the observed
object, which is mostly (part of) the human body. Within the model a prediction can be

made about locations of part of the object when self-occlusion takes place. These
predictions are matched to the 2D images of one or more cameras observing the scene.
The use of 3D approaches is useful for indoor, lab-like circumstances where high 3D
accuracy is needed, but where noise from extemal factors is minimised. These approaches
are used to recover high detailed 3D information from 2D-images.
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Figure 3.2-1 Example of a 3D-shape model of a hand

2. 2D approaches with explicit shape models: These use 2D models that are compared to
the 2D-video data. This, again, requires a vast amount of a-priori knowledge about the
scene that is being observed. To these some of the same limitations exist as to the 3D
equivalents, although there are methods which use general models of objects and certain
theoretical deformations on these to obtain more general and robust results [Gidus].
Because these models are not used for an exact recovery of the 3D scene, the demands on
image resolution and number of sensors is less high than with 3D models.

Figure 3.2-2 Example of a 2D stick figure model of a human fleshed out with ribbons

3. 2D approaches without explicit shape models: In this case no models are mapped onto
the input data, but first the motion in an image sequence is analysed and on a higher level
certain objects are filtered out. The majority of methods in this field compare two
consecutive images at pixel level or a higher level derived from this. Sometimes an image
is compared to its predecessor as well as to the next image in the sequence [Aggarwal]. As

this seems to be the main group for tracking purposes, I will, in the remainder of this
chapter, describe the various steps and methods for tracking using 2D approaches without
explicit models.
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3.2.2. Background subtraction
The first step in most of these methods is to do background subtraction. This means that an

algorithm is used to determine which part of the input image would belong to the background.
This does not necessarily mean that the background does not contain any moving objects.
Ideally, the background should contain everything in which we are not interested. Therefore
we call all objects in which we are interested for tracking purposes the foreground. So when
an algorithm is used to find the background, we can subtract this from the original image and
what we are left with are the objects that are most likely more of our concern. Mostly, these

are the moving objects that move in a certain direction. Objects that are moving back and
forth, such as a tree blowing in the wind, we are mostly not interested in. There are many

different methods for background subtraction. Some only discerning a fore- and a
background, some discerning more categories such as shadows. They all have one thing in

common, they all label certain pixels as being the background. Because motion is an
important clue to separate fore- from background, there is always more than one image used
for modelling the background. Some methods use only two subsequent images, some a certain
number of them and some even the entire image sequence. Several methods described in
literature to find or model the background are:
• Counting pixels: A rather naive method is to simply count which pixel values are most
seen in an image sequence, and use this as a model for the background [Aggarwal].
• Kalman filtering: Some approaches use an adaptive background model based on a
Kalman filter [Beymer]. A model of the background is constantly updated. This update is
based on predictions done by a Kalman filter. This is a recursive filter that uses maximum
likelihood estimation. The Kalman filter can also be used in a later stage of tracking,
where it predicts the position of an object in the next frame.
• Using Cellular Neural Networks: A method used for rotoscoping [Giaccone] uses
cellular neural networks to segment fore- from background. Four neurones are assigned
for every pixel. These neurones are all four-connected with the neurones of neighbouring
pixels as input. Each neurone per pixel has a binary output. Using these outputs, a pixel
can be labelled as background, foreground, covered or uncovered. Features of the pixel
used as input are motion and colour.
• Statistics based: Another method for background scene modelling [Haritaoglu] is more
statistics based. It assumes that each pixel density distribution is bimodal. The modelling
of the background uses the minimum and maximum intensity of a pixel and the maximum
intensity difference between consecutive frames. During the sequence there are pixel-

based updates of the background to adapt to illumination changes and object based
updates to adapt to physical changes in the background. Segmentation of foreground
objects is then done by a four-stage process: thresholding, noise cleaning, morphological
filtering and object detection.
•

Using colour and MAP-hypotheses: A method to separate fore- and background
optimised for shadowy situations [Mikic] classifies pixels into three classes: background,
object and shadow. This classification is done based on pixel colour, change of colour and
the maximum a-postenori probability (MAP) of a pixel to belong to one of the classes. To
improve results post processing is done based on spatial rules.

3.2.3. Feature selection and tracking
When background subtraction is done, the next step is to actually track objects. For this there

are several methods as well. The main question is: which features of an object to track:
• One feature point tracking: The simplest method is to track only one feature point of a
moving object [Aggarwal]. In this case a bounding box is formed around detected motion,
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a point is selected in the centre of the bounding box. This point will be tracked over
the sequence of images.
Blob tracking: A somewhat more sophisticated approach is to group similar points near
to each other together into 'blobs' or 'meshes', and then track these blobs [Aggarwal].
Blobs are connected components, which group together neighbouring points with similar
colour or grayvalues. This method can be improved by tracking multiple features within
and

•

blobs.

•

Mesh-group tracking: It is also possible to track groups of meshes [Aggarwal]. These
are objects that are identified because their blobs have similar motion and colour. In the

case of vehicles these clusters or regions can be connected components from the
background-subtracted image [Beymer].
•

Contour tracking: Other methods of tracking can be contour based. Using gray value
boundaries, sample points can be found which belong to a certain object. We can then
enclose these sample point by a contour [Aggarwal]. An example of a contour is included
in the image (d) below. These contours are convex polygons defined by their extremes of
the sample points. But the number of these points can vary for different vehicles or even
for the same vehicle over a sequence of frames. This makes these contours hard to track.

Alternatively 'snakes' can be found to approximate contours [Koller], an example of
which can be found in image (e). Snakes are spline approximations, which consist of a
fixed number of corner points. These snakes can be updated every image step and as they
consist of a fixed number of points they can be tracked along the sequence more easily.

Figure 3.2-3: Example of tracking by contoursnakes: (a) A moving car. (b) Moving object
mask (c) Sample points. (d) Contour. (e) Final snake.
•

Sub-feature tracking: Instead of tracking objects, also sub-features of objects can be
tracked [Beymer]. In this case a certain set of features or interest points [Schmidj must be

chosen, which occur a lot on vehicles. Furthermore these features should hold under
different circumstances, such as the vehicle getting smaller due to the laws of perspective

or changes in lighting. These sub-features should then be grouped back together into
objects afterwards. These groups can consist of points that are seen moving rigidly
together. The grouping method must be very sensitive, so different objects with very

-E

similar movements will not be identified as one object. To make this method more robust

the grouping can take place after features over a long number of frames are tracked.
Alternatively outlier detection can be used to remove bad features [Trucco]. The

advantage of using sub-features is that once they have been found, only these have to be
tracked, which is a computational advantage. Far more important to the tracking task itself
is that vehicles can be better tracked when occlusion occurs, because most of the time at
least a small part of the vehicle can still be seen, containing one or more features. Features
that were lost during occlusion can afterwards be refound, because they move together
with the features that could still be seen. The images below show an example of using
corner features. The first image shows the features detected on two vehicles. The second

image shows tracks of features followed during a sequence. The tracks have been
superimposed on the image in which the features were first found.

Figure 3.2-4: Using corner detection to determine sub-features

Figure 3.2-5: Tracking sub-features
Methods to compare the images in a sequence with respect to the features as mentioned in the
approaches above are to search in a specific region. These regions where to search are mostly
defined by a prediction algorithm, predicting the position of a vehicle or feature in the next
frame. One prediction algorithm that is widely used for this purpose is the Kalman filter. In
stead of prediction, sometimes the area around the previous detection is searched, or the entire
image is translated by a fixed value. Sometimes even a windowed search is done over the

entire image. Features are mostly matched in the area that is to be searched by using a
correlation function on the surrounding pixels of the feature.
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3.2.4. Other methods
•

•

•

Using optical flow: A method that doesn't describe images based on pixel levels is
computing optical flow [Beauchemin], and comparing this to other images. On itself this
method is not very robust, but it is often used in combination with the aforementioned
approaches, or together with another method, for example edge detection [Mae] or the
combination of optic flow fields and theoretical constraints on motion [Fejes]. Optical
flow is a fairly new technique on which a lot of research still needs to be done to make it
useful. Another important drawback is that it is very computation intensive. There are
several different algorithms for computing optical flow, but they all have in common that
the motion in very small areas of the picture is observed. Based on the pixel intensities
around a pixel and the change of pixel intensities from frame to frame, for every pixel a
motion vector is estimated. This represents the movement for that specific pixel from one
frame to the next. The motion vectors are often represented visually by a pin diagram.
Using multiple-pixel blocks: Sometimes methods are used which divide an image in
blocks of multiple pixels [Kamijo]. Based on gray value intensities connected blocks will
be grouped together and given an object ID. These objects can be followed over time by
matching objects in consecutive frames and prediction of the movement of objects. This
kind of methods do not try to find the exact location of an object, but they split the scene
observed up in several areas and try to predict in which area an object is located.
Using depth: There are other approaches for motion detection and tracking involving
depth [Maid]. Here binocular cameras or two cameras mounted at a fixed distance from
each other are used. This simulates two human eyes working together to see depth. When
two pictures are taken at the same time, but slightly apart from each other in distance, then
some things can be said about the three dimensional features of the scene observed. Using

only one picture, this can not be done. However, using depth is a different field of
research, which is beyond the scope of this project.

3.3. Performance estimation and quality measures
In literature often very good results are claimed, but how these results were measured is

hardly ever mentioned. There seem to be two main methods: comparing results to ground
truth data, or running a simulation in which all parameters are known. In the first case ground
truth can be obtained by manually entering data or by using other physical measurements that
run alongside the video shoot. Ideally, this data should contain the position of every vehicle
appearing in the scene, at any moment in time. As this is very hard to obtain, we mostly have
to make do with lower level features, for example the total number of vehicles in a scene, the
moment at which a vehicles enters the scene or passes a certain line on the road surface. Of
course a combination of several features can be used as well. In general quality measures are
not very well described in literature. Sometimes there are measures that are defined quite
well, but mostly no word is written on how these measures can actually be obtained. I can, for
example, define very well what is meant by the percentage of vehicles successfully tracked.
But when I do not define when a vehicle is correctly tracked and when not, and to which
ground truth I compare this, then the measure is still quite hazy.

3.3.1. Measures for background segmentation
•

False positive rate [Haritaoglu]. The total number of pixels which belong to the
foreground, according to a ground truth, are counted. These are compared to the pixels
which give a false positive classification, thus a false positive rate can be computed. A
false positive is a pixel which actually belongs to the background, but is classified as
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belonging to the foreground. The lower the false positive rate, the better the algorithm
scores.

We can describe this formally as:
False positive rate = fpr =

fg

•100%

Where tfg = the number of pixels in a frame which belong to the foreground according to
the ground truth, andffg = the number of pixels in a frame which are wrongly classified as
belonging to the foreground.
Notice that theoretically ffg can exceed tj'g, so a rate of more than 100% can be obtained.
Also this percentage is measured per frame. We can also average over the entire image
sequence:

fpre
Average false positive rate =

•100%

F

With fpr1 = false positive rate for frame i, and F is the total number of frames in the
sequence.

Number of pixels classified correctly [Giaccone] [Mikic]. Pixels can be classified as
foreground and background. Sometimes also other classification groups are available,
such as shadows. This measure looks at the pixels per frame, which are correctly
classified into any of these groups. The higher this number, the better the classification
algorithm works. We can also express this measure as a percentage of the total number of

•

pixels in a frame. If we, again, average this over the entire sequence we get:

'

>ci/P
Average % pixels classified correctly =

F

•100%

With c, = the number of pixels classified correctly in frame 1, P = the total number of
pixels in a frame and F = the total number of frames in a sequence.

3.3.2. Measures for tracking and detection
•

Percentage of vehicles successfully tracked [Kamijo]. To acquire this measure, the
number of vehicles within a test sequences is counted. Then the number of vehicles that
is successfully tracked in that scene is counted. Thus a percentage of successfully tracked
vehicles can be computed. The higher the percentage, the better the tracker works.
% vehicles successfully tracked = £. 100%

With c =

the

number of vehicles successfully tracked in a sequence and n =

the total

number of vehicles appearing in a sequence.

•

Percentage of detection and percentage of false detection [Fejes]. This measure is
based on the number of frames in a sequence. The number of frames in which a correct
detection takes place is taken into account in the percentage of detection. Correct

detection means that any point in the frame of a moving target is classified as an

independently moving point. The percentage of false detections encompasses the number
of scenes in which false alarms take place. A false alarm is declared when a point is
labelled as moving independently whilst it does not belong to a moving object. As
opposed to the percentage of detection, the percentage of false detection, of course, marks
an algorithm as worse when the score on this measure is higher.
A formal description:
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%detection= 1.100%

F

% false detection = 1.100%

F

the number of frames in which a correct
detection takes place andf= the number of frames in which a false alarm takes place.
Correct detection rate on the number of people in the scene [Haritaoglu]. In this case
for every frame in the sequence the number of people is counted. For traffic applications
this could just as well be the number of vehicles in the scene. The correct detection rate is
the percentage of the total number of frames, for which the algorithm finds the correct
number of objects.

Where F is the total number of frames, c =
•

Ci
Correct detection rate =

F

.100%

With F is the total number of frames, and:
Cs

=

Iliftn=n
0iftn n

where tn = the number of objects in a frame according to the ground truth and n = the
number of people in a frame according to the algorithm being tested.
Most researchers, however, seem to test trackers by eye. They just look at the original video
footage with a bounding box tracking an object superimposed on it, and say it looks fairly
well. On top of that, tracking systems are hardly ever compared to other systems. Often a
percentage is produced, which should prove that an algorithm works very well. But when it is
not compared to any other algorithm, little claims can be made.

3.3.3. An extensively described method to test a tracker
Only one method to test a traffic tracker [Beymer] was explained fairly extensive. In this case

there is a tracker which groups several sub-features into separate vehicles. There are two
testing methods. At first an off-line one, which is used during the development of the tracker.
At second an on-line one, which tests the tracking system in real circumstances.

3.3.3.1. Off—line testing
The off-line testing consists of several sequences that cover a range of scene conditions. In
these sequences ground truth is manually defined as binary outlinings of the vehicles. These
are compared to the groups of features that the tracker forms to combine into a vehicle. There
are five possibilities:
1. True match: There's a one-to-one match between truth and group.
2. False negative: An unmatched ground truth.
3. Over-segmentation: A ground truth matches more than one group.
4. False positive: There's an unmatched group.
5. Over-grouping: A group that matches more than one ground truth.

3.3.3.2. Online testing
Secondly on-line testing is performed on many hours of video data. In this the results of the

estimation of traffic parameters are compared to their ground truth. The parameters estimated
are:

•

Traffic flow: The number of vehicles per hour.
• Velocity: The average vehicle velocity.
• Density: The number of vehicles per unit distance.
• Headway: The average spacing between vehicles.
Ground truth is obtained by data from inductive loops on the trajectory that is recorded on
video. Using this ground truth and the results from the system statistics can be computed on
how the system scores on the traffic parameters stated above. These measures can then be
used to compare different algorithms or parameter values.

3.4. Problems
Although the tracking of vehicles in normal circumstances can be achieved by most systems

based on methods mentioned above, problems could arise when the situation is sub-optimal:
• Occlusion: The main problem in vehicle tracking is that of partial or entire occlusion
[Beymer, Kamijo]. A vehicle is occluded if it is not entirely visible from the point of view
of the camera, because one or more other vehicles obstruct the view. This problem arises
mostly in congested traffic. Then vehicles are moving closer together, so the chance that
they block the view of another vehicle is bigger. In the images below two examples of
occlusion are shown. The first case of occlusion, horizontal occlusion, can also happen in
quite free flowing traffic. Because the camera is mounted on the side of the road, a vehicle
can be occluded while overtaking. In the second case the camera is mounted above the
middle of the road. Here vehicles driving next to each other can always be observed. Here
vertical occlusion takes place, because two vehicles are driving too close to each other.

Figure 3.4-1 Two examples of occlusion. The arrows indicate (partially) occluded vehicles

•

Shadows: Another important problem is the existence of long shadows in particular
lighting conditions [Beymer, Mikic]. Shadows are very difficult to cope with, because
they don't belong to the background and move along with a vehicle. So a tracker can think
that the shadow is part of the vehicle or it can even classify it as a separate vehicle. In
denser traffic conditions, vehicles driving near to each other can be detected as one object
because they are linked together by a shadow.

I.
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Figure 3.4-2Example of a long shadow

•

Illumination changes: Apart from shadows, lighting conditions cause illumination
changes as well [Coifmann, Haritaoglu]. As a result of this, the same objects or features
can have different brightness values in subsequent images, and might thus pose a problem
in matching them to each other. Especially the transition from night into day is a very
challenging condition. Tracking approaches can also be different for various lighting
conditions. While tracking at night for example, different features can be found than while
tracking at daytime. At night the reflection of headlights can be very important, while
these are totally useless during daytime. The two images below show the transition from
night into day. The first image is taken at the end of the night, while it is still dark. Notice
the reflection of the headlights of the vehicles. The second image is taken only two hours
later, when it is already light. Here very long shadows appear.

Figure 3.4-3 The same scene taken at the end of the night and the beginning of the day
•

Not stationary backgrounds: A good background subtraction can be endangered by
backgrounds that are not completely stationary or even cluttered [Haritaoglu, Mae]. If
things are moving in the background, these can be classified as object. This, obviously, is
not the intention. Examples of moving backgrounds are trees waving in the back of the
images or bushes in between lanes, which are moved by the wind.

•

Weather circumstances and noise: Finally severe weather circumstances and camera
noise can cause unclear pictures and must be dealt with [Jabn]. If it starts raining, for
example, the picture can be severely smudged. But the wind can also cause the camera to

move back and forth, so the picture will not be steady. This effect should then be
compensated. There is also the possibility of noise added to the picture in the time
between capture and processing in the computer, due to deficiencies in the hardware.
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3.5. Requirements
When building a vehicle tracker, there are lots of technical difficulties and problems
that have

not yet been solved. But if we look from the other side, the

customer who wants a vehicle
tracker, there are a number of requirements to which a good vehicle tracker should
comply:
1. Automatic segmentation of vehicles
from the background. A good vehicle tracker must

be able to discern vehicles from the background automatically,
without any human
intervention. It should also be able to identify whether found vehicles in subsequent
frames are the same or not, thus tracking a vehicle while it is in

the detection region.

2. Deal with a variety of vehicles. It should not be of
any matter which kinds of vehicles are

tracked. Whether they are passengercars, lorries, motorbikes
or any other kind of vehicle,
nor should the specific type or model of the vehicle matter.
3. Deal with a range of traffic
conditions. The results of a good tracker should not change
for different traffic conditions. Whether traffic is cluttered
or free flowing, fast moving or
slow moving, moving towards us or moving from us or even standing still.
In every case it
must be possible to detect and track every individual vehicle.
4. Deal with a variety of lighting
conditions. A tracker is required to operate all day and
night. So for every lighting condition and during changes
of lighting condition the tracker
should work.
5.

Real

time operation. A good tracker

should be able to perform its tasks in real time.
Trackers that cannot do this, might be interesting in experimental
situations, but not worth
anything in practice. The tracker should produce non-stop real time information
on the
traffic that is being observed.

3.6. Discussion
3.6.1. Approaches with or without explicit models
As mentioned in section 3.2.1 on approaches in motion detection there
are three main groups

to distinguish. The groups that use explicit shape models,
one for three-dimensional
modelling and one for two-dimensional modelling. And there is the
group in which no
explicit shape models

are used, only useful for two-dimensional modelling. In the survey I did
not further investigate the first two groups using explicit shape
a lot of a-priori knowledge. Of course, in tracking situations,models. These groups require
we do have some a-priori
knowledge. We approximately know the size of the vehicles
that we want to track, the
maximum speed that they can reach and in which direction they
should drive in a specific
lane. Although we sometimes use this knowledge in
a tracker, this still falls in the group

without using explicit models. The first two groups use much more specific models,

describing exactly what the object observed should look like. Most of the time only
one object
is observed, while we are interested in observing multiple
objects. On the other hand, the
objects that we intend to track are rigid, while the model-based
approaches are mostly used to
observe non-rigid objects, like a human being, where for every moving
part an explicit model
is formed. So because the groups which are based on models do
not seem to be useful for
vehicle tracking and are hardly found in literature on tracking, I did not describe these
groups
in more detail.

3.6.2. Background subtraction
Background seems to be the first step in feature
selection. As far as I am concerned it does
belong to the feature selection

step. At the end of this
and whether background subtraction is used to obtainstep we should have usable features,
them does not matter. However,
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background subtraction most of the time is important for feature selection algorithms. In

paragraph 3.2.2 I listed the methods that I found in literature. It is remarkable that most
articles on vehicle tracking do not describe the method for background subtraction in detail.
The just use vague terms like using an adaptive model of the background. On the other hand,
there are purposes for which finding a model of the background is the main object, such as

rotoscoping. Then extensive methods are described using, for example, cellular neural
networks, pixel density distributions combined with several filters or statistical computations
like maximum a-postenori probabilities. The object of all algorithms mentioned in section
3.2.2 was to describe a model of the background. These methods can be very extensive and
can have great computational complexity. In my opinion, other approaches, which do not
actually describe the background, but which do give an idea of areas we are interested in

might be sufficient for tracking purposes and take much less computational power. An
example is simply subtracting the previous image from the current. When we also use a
threshold on this to loose the fluctuations in pixel intensity that are always there, we can get a
fairly good idea of where moving objects are in an image.

3.6.3. Feature selection and tracking
As I speak of feature selection it seems quite logical to describe vehicles by a set of features.

To focus on sub-features specifically however, is a fairly new idea. Most literature written
before a couple of years ago, describe tracking entire vehicles. They were described by blobs,
groups of blobs or contours. These of course are also features of a vehicle, but they are meant
to describe the entire vehicle. The sub-features, however, about which more and more is
written, only describe part of a vehicle. At the end of the run subfeatures belonging to one
vehicle are then grouped together. In my opinion this is a better way to track vehicles as it is a
more robust method in difficult circumstances. This sub-feature tracking, in its turn, raises an
entirely new question: which sub-features to track. At the moment very little is written about
this subject, but is a great region for future research.
Once features have been found, they should be tracked over time. Most articles do not
describe how this is done in very great detail. Mostly a prediction algorithm is used to predict
where to refind a feature in the next image. The Kalman filter seems to be one of the favourite
predictors for this purpose. When a prediction is made, then a correlation function is used on
the surrounding pixels to match features in different frames. Which function is used exactly is
never described, but all trackers seem to use some kind of correlation function.

The other methods for tracking, which I described in section 3.2.4 are only used in
experimental situations and as far as I know not yet extensively tested on many different
tracking situations. It seems however that optical flow is the method for the future, as it is
entirely focussed on describing motion. But at the moment research on this topic has not yet
advanced to a level, which gives usable results.

3.6.4. Quality measures
As I mentioned before, the quality measures mentioned in literature are not well described.

Everyone uses his own measures and his own methods to obtain them. When reviewed very
critical, most of the test results given when claims are made, do not say very much about the
actual performance of an algorithm. I think that finding good and uniform quality measures is
another question on which a lot of research can be done. That these uniform measures still do
not exist is likely to be due to the fuzzy nature of the experiments that we are performing.
When we observe a road surface, with the human eye we can exactly describe which vehicle

can be found where in the picture and how this relates to the real world. However no
quantitative facts can be given about this. The only way to do this is by creating a ground
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truth by hand. But doing this requires a lot of work and is still a little bit fuzzy. Another way

is to have a ground truth for every testing data set, which is obtained by physical measures,
such as real trip-wires. But in this way, it is very difficult and expensive to obtain a dataset.

3.6.5. Problems and requirements
The problems mentioned in section 3.4 are very real. Research has advanced over the years to

build a basic tracker. As this point has been reached, now literature focuses more and more on
the problem areas. What is striking here, is that a basic tracker seems to be easily built. But
when one or more of the listed problems have to be solved, the entire algorithm needs to be
changed. So it does not seem as simple as handling a few exceptions. That is why a system
that solves all of the problems still has not been built and probably will not in the near future.
That is why the requirements for a tracker are basically to build a tracker that can cope with
all situations in which these problems arise. On top of that the tracker must be real-time. A
basic tracker that worked in real-time could already be built, but with all new algorithms to
cope with the difficult situations, this last but essential requirement is mostly endangered.
Although solving the above problems is a main issue nowadays in literature, building a realtime tracker seems not to be. The general idea seems to be that when a well working tracker is
built, advances in computer hardware will probably make it working in real-time within a
couple of years.
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4. Practical limitations
In this chapter some practical limitations on the experiments are described.

4.1. Parameters of influence
There are several parameters that can affect the performance of vehicle tracking algorithms.

The most important of these are listed below:
• Image resolution. If the image resolution is changed, this affects the amount of

information from the real world that is taken into account by the algorithm. So if this
•

parameter is decreased, the algorithm has to do its task using less information than before.
Frame rate. Changing the frame rate also affects the amount of input information. But if

we decrease this parameter, we have less information regarding the events in the real
world over time.
•

•

•

•

The kind of traffic. During a day different kinds of traffic can occur. Traffic can be free
flowing or congested, fast or slow moving. Congested, slow moving traffic can be very
hard to track for an algorithm. On the other hand, fast moving traffic can easily be missed,
when a low frame rate is used.
The camera angle determines the perspective under which we record the traffic on a
road. Changing the angle can determine the amount of occlusion that occurs. Also, if a
camera is on a fixed position, for a camera angle that is more parallel to the road, we can
cover a larger road surface. On the other hand, with an angle more pointed down towards
the road, we can see a smaller surface more precise.
The size of a vehicle. By zooming in or out we can change the size of a vehicle with
respect to the environment and the size of the image. If a vehicle is larger, it can be
detected more easily. On the other hand, less environment can be taken into account to
determine the position of a vehicle and to track more vehicles at once.
The time of day has effect on the illumination of the image and the direction of the light.
Apart from illumination changes, the size and direction of shadows will change. It can be
difficult for a tracking algorithm to detect the difference between a vehicle and a shadow.

As stated in the research question, my main objective is to experiment with different values
for image resolution and frame rate. When changing these parameters however, the effects of
the other parameters mentioned above can also change. Therefore in different experiments as
many of the above parameters as possible should be varied. Unfortunately, the datasets at my
disposal are limited, and do not contain sequences with combination of all these different
parameters. Therefore I will describe my experiments on the set I have got, keeping in mind
that results might be different for other situations. For the base dataset it is easy to generate
fragments with lower resolution and frame rate. So changing these parameters should be no
problem.

4.2. Dataset
My data set covers a typical tracking situation. A three-lane road, consisting of traffic in one
direction, is visible. Notice that the rightmost lane is a combined acceleration/slow lane.
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Figure 4.2-1 View for dataset 1
We will ignore the traffic moving towards us, on the partly visible leftmost lanes. The camera

angle in this dataset is fixed at quite a small angle, so we can cover a lot of road surface.
During the sequence the kind of traffic is mostly free flowing and all vehicles move at
comparable speeds. The total sequence covers approximately 4 minutes, so there is hardly any
change for the time of day. The width of a typical vehicle in the lower part of the image is
little less than one fourth of the total width. The original image resolution is 352x288 pixels
and the original frame rate is 25 frames per second.
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5. Human based detection
To set some theoretical bounds on the resolution and framerate I performed an experiment in

which the human eye was used as a vehicle detector. This experiment is described in this
chapter.

5.1. Setting a frame of reference
Before we start testing on automatic algorithms, it would be nice to test for ourselves how

hard the problem actually is. If we watch fragments of tracking situations by eye, we can try

to make a first judgement on what an automatic tracking algorithm could make of it.
Observing what the human eye can track and what not will also set a frame of reference on
automatic tracking. The purpose of this experiment is to set a theoretical lower bound on the
decrease of resolution and framerate. This lower bound should be set in such a way, that if we
choose combinations of resolution and framerate below this bound, we do not expect a
computer algorithm to be able to track vehicles correctly. This does not necessarily mean that
these algorithms do work correctly above this bound.
We perform this first experiment by eye, because the human eye is a far better observer and
tracker of motion than any computer. This means that if a human observing a fragment, can
not perform the task of tracking a series of vehicles, then chances that a computer can do it are
very small. Thus the human eye can define a lower bound to the abilities of a computer on
this task.

In this experiment we only count vehicles and check whether we saw them in the right lane.
This is not a tracking task, but a vehicle detection task. This, again, sets a lower bound. It is
quite clear that a vehicle that can not be detected, can not be tracked either. Hence the number
of vehicles which can be tracked can never exceed the number of vehicles which can be
detected. Thus this sets an upper bound on the number of vehicles which can be tracked. As
we expect that for lower resolution and framerate combinations the number of vehicles that

can be detected decreases, this also sets a lower bound on the combinations of these
parameters for which tracking can be performed correctly.
I used counting vehicles as a measure to set some lower bounds, because this is much easier
defined than a measure for the correct tracking of vehicles. As stated in the literature survey,

performance measures that other researchers use to describe the quality of a tracking
algorithm are mostly vague and no word is written on how they are obtained.

5.2. Description of the experiment
5.2.1. Selecting a base fragment
For this experiment I first selected a fragment out of my dataset, containing a wide view of a

road. This fragment contained 20 seconds of footage, in the original a total of 500 frames. In
it a typical flow of traffic could be observed. In the fragment 11 vehicles entered into view,
the majority in the centre lane.

5.2.2. Generating modified fragments
Based on this fragment, I generated several identical fragments with resolution and frame rate

changed. The resolution can be changed by a certain factor, by which width and length are
divided. The frame rate can be changed by simply skipping frames.
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I used six steps to decrease the resolution of the fragments. In each step the decreasing factor
was raised with 5. This supplies us with images of the following sizes:

factor

resolution

5

70x57

10

35x28

15

20

23x19
17x14

25

14x11

30

11x9

Table 5.2-1 Resolution decreasing factors used in the experiment and the matching
resolutions in columns x rows
In section 5.3 some sample images are included.
To decrease the frame rate I used S steps. In every step 5 more frames were skipped. We then
get the following frame rates:
skipped
frames

framerate

5

Sfps.

10

2.5 fs.

15

20

1.67 fks.
1.25 fps.

25

lfps.

Table 5.2-2 Steps for number offrames skipped within the experiment and the matching
framerate in frames per second

An example of how I computed these frame rates: If e.g. 10 frames are skipped, the time
between two consecutive frames is 10/25 = 0.4 s. So in one second 1/0.4 = 2.5 frames must
be processed.

5.2.3. The actual test
The testing of these fragments consisted of counting the number of vehicles which past during

the fragment and describing in which lane they were detected, doing this by hand and, of
course, the human eye. These results were then compared to a ground truth. The latter was
acquired in the same manner of counting, only this time on the original sequence.

I first tested combinations of extremities of the parameters: a high frame rate with a high
resolution, a high frame rate with a low resolution, a low frame rate with a high resolution and
a low frame rate with a low resolution. Then I tested somewhere in the middle. Processing

these results into a graph, I could already make a simple outline of acceptable and
unacceptable areas. This because of the assumption that when for a certain combination of
resolution and frame rate acceptable results were acquired, this would also be the case for
higher resolutions and higher frame rates. For unacceptable results the same rule applies, but
then the other way round. Afler this rough outline, I did some more testing on the borders of
the found areas, which are of the most interest, as these describe the lower bounds to which
we can theoretically go.
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Another factor that I observed during these tests, was whether vehicles were still detectable

from one single frame, or if only the motion was visible, thus requiring more frames.

5.2.4. Deciding which fragments are acceptable
In

the paragraph above I speak of acceptable and unacceptable, but I have not given a

definition yet. A result is acceptable if all vehicles within the fragment can be successfully
detected and the detection of a vehicle requires only one still frame. Furthermore all vehicles
must appear in more than one frame and from two consecutive frames it must be clear if we
are observing the same vehicle.
A result is qualified unacceptable if all of the vehicles described in the ground truth can not be
detected within the fragment.

All other results lie in between and can be provided with a different classification if
necessary.

5.3. Changing the resolution
In the images below an example is given of the steps of decreasing resolution. The first image

describes one frame out of the original fragment. The six images thereafter show the same
frame, but for the six previously described resolution steps. The subscript for every picture
gives the number of pixel columns and rows in the given step.
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Figure 5.3-1 Decreasing resolution in six steps. The subscript gives the number of columns
and the number of rows

The example shows that from a still frame for the lower resolution a vehicle can not easily be
detected. However, when we watch a sequence of these frames at a fairly high frame rate, for
all of these steps motion can still be detected, which suggests a vehicle driving down the road!
Especially in the lower part of the picture, in which the vehicle, of course, is relatively large.
This means that for lower resolutions we need motion to detect a vehicle, while for higher
resolutions a still frame is sufficient.

5.4. Changing the frame rate
The images below show a sequence of six images, all taken from the original fragment. The

subscript of each consecutive image describes the number of frames that have been past since
the first image. The numbers are based on an original frame rate of 25 fps. To get an idea of
the effect of skipping frames, you can compare any of the given images to the first image. The
number given in the subscript then represents the number of frames skipped.

Figure 5.4-1 A short sequence showing every fifth frame
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When watched in a sequence, all vehicles can still be detected when skipping up to 15 frames.

If we skip more frames, in high resolutions we can still detect the vehicles and because they
look similar we can see by eye that two vehicles in consecutive frames are the same. In lower
resolutions however, we can only see some pixels flickering. Then we do not know whether
they are vehicles and whether two flickers in two consecutive frames belong to the same
vehicle or not. Another problem is that for lower resolutions we can only say meaningful
things about the lower part of the image. So our field of view is smaller and thus the frame
rate should be higher because a vehicle disappears faster out of our view.
Of course, the above results are highly dependent on the speed of the moving vehicles. The
higher the speed of a vehicle, the faster it leaves our view. Thus the frame rate should be
higher as well. In the data set that I used, however, most vehicles moved in approximately the
same speed. And for this set skipping 15 frames was still acceptable. In the same situation

however, with the camera hanging above the same road, but with vehicles moving at a
different speed, this might not be acceptable. Or when vehicles are moving slower, an even
lower frame rate might be acceptable.

5.5. Combining resolution and framerate
Above

I tried to describe some characteristics that were typical for a certain value for

resolution or a certain value for frame rate. But then it already became clear that these two can
not be observed separately. In this section I will present a graph, to get a visual representation
of the results. This graph contains the chosen steps in image resolution on the x-axis. On the

y-axis the steps in framerate are laid out. Previously I defined to which acceptable results
should comply:
• Acceptable results are found only if the resolution is high enough to be able to detect a

vehicle within one still frame. Furthermore the framerate should be high enough to show

whether vehicles appearing in consecutive frames are the same or not. In the graph
combinations with acceptable results are marked with a square-sign.
• Unacceptable results, where frame rate and resolution are so low that not all vehicles can
be detected correctly are marked with a minus sign.
It might be clear that not all results classify as acceptable or unacceptable.
• Match using motion. For very low resolutions vehicles sometimes can still be detected.

Not because we see the actual vehicle in the sequence, but because we see something
moving along the image. Of course this can only be observed when the frame rate is high
enough to show us the trajectory of the vehicle, so we can link together several frames.
Combinations for which these results are acquired are marked with a circle-sign.

•

Match using characteristics. On the other hand the framerate can be very low, but the
resolution so high that we can match two cars in consecutive frames because we can
match the characteristics of the car. The position of the car is hardly used in this match.
These results are marked with a diamond-sign in the graph.

• Acceptable results
• Match using motion

•

Match
characteristics
—

Unacceptable results
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Figure 5.5-1 Resolution vs. frame rate. The horizontal axis represents the resolution, given in

columns x rows. The vertical axis represents the framerate in frames per second. The graph
shows for every combination whether results are acceptable, unacceptable or in between

This shows that when a resolution of 23x19 is chosen and a frame rate of 1.67 f,s, results are
still sufficient to analyse by eye. The area where both these parameters are below these values
and the rest of the area marked with the minus signs, should be avoided as the results acquired
here are not very reliable. In the areas marked with diamonds and circles it is possible to
detect vehicles by eye, but you have to rely on only one feature. This feature is either the
motion of a vehicle or its characteristics in a high-resolution image. Because our human mind
fills in a lot of gaps in the given information, we could still be able to track a vehicle in these

given situations. For a machine vision algorithm, this task would be considerably more
difficult and, if possible, would probably take a lot more processing resources than the
decrease in resolution or frame rate would gain. Therefore I would suggest to stay well within
the area marked acceptable when using machine vision algorithms.
Another question is, of course, whether existing algorithms can still be used for decreased
resolution and frame rate, because they use specific features that might not be there anymore.

5.6. Computational considerations
A lower bound for this particular experiment seems to be a resolution of 23x 19 pixels with a
frame rate of 1.67 fjs. This is a decreasing factor of 15 for the resolution whilst skipping 15
frames for every timestep. In terms of processing time required for image operations this has
the following consequentions: in stead of 352• 288 = 101,376 only 23 19 = 437 pixels have

to be considered for every image. Thereby on average only 1.67 of these frames have to be
processed per second, as opposed to the original 25.
Of course the object of decreasing resolution and framerate is to decrease computational
complexity. To take a closer look at this, I computed for every combination of resolution and
framerate used in this experiment the number of pixels which would have to be handled per
second. I did this by multiplying the total number of pixels in a frame by the framerate. I
visualised the results from the former graph, by plotting the required pixels per second against
the categories of acceptability. In this case I only made a distinction between acceptable,
unacceptable and the results in between.
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Figure 5.6-1 Graph showing computational complixity vs. acceptability. The horizontal axis
represents the number ofpixels wich have to be handled per second. The vertical axis
represents the acceptibility classes. Again • is acceptable, — is unncacceptable and• and•
are in between

Notice that the scale of the horizontal axis in the graph above is logarithmic. The graph above
shows that all unacceptable results use less than 1000 pixels per second. Acceptable results
can be achieved from about 1000 pixels per second. The results which only rely on either
motion or high-resolution characteristics also start around 1000 pixels per second. So the gain
in computational complexity between these categories and the acceptable category is quite
small. Therefore it is wisest to ignore these categories and only go for the combinations of
resolution and framerate for which the results are really acceptable. The graph above shows
that acceptable results can be reached in the range from 1,000 pixels per second up to well
over 1,000,000. This is a reduction factor of 1,000!

In future testing of automatic algorithms we can also set a limit on the computational
complexity. The complexity should for example be below 5000 pixels per second. The graph
below shows for several sample complexities which combinations of resolution and framerate
can be used. The black lines show the combinations for which the complexity is exactly
1,000, 5,000, 10,000 or 25,000 pixels per second. If we want to have a complexity less than
the given value, we have to choose resolution and framerate combination below the given
line.
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Figure 5.6-2 Computational complexity for resolution and framerate combinations. The black
lines show the complexity in pixels per second. The horizontal axis represents the total
number ofpixels in one frame. The vertical axis the number offrames per second.

If I want, for example, a complexity of 5000 pixels per second or less, using 5 frames per
second. Then I can have an image resolution of maximal 1000 pixels. Using the image
proportions of our test sequence, this would mean an image of approximately 35 by 28 pixels.
Of course the number of pixels which have to be handled per second does not say everything

about the real computational complexity. This is mainly dependent on the algorithm that is
used. If the complexity of the algorithm that is used is quadratic for the number of pixels per
frame, the above values will entirely change. For simplicity sake however, we will state for
now that all algorithms are linear dependent of the pixels in an image. Then the computational
complexity is in the order of the values given above. When we encounter specific algorithms
that are not linear, we will make a specific computation for that algorithm.

5.7. Conclusions
This experiment showed that a sequence with a very low resolution and a very low framerate

can still be very useful. When analysed by eye, a resolution of 23x 19 pixels combined with a
framerate of 1.67 frames per second seems to be enough to reach acceptable results. Any
values for these parameters above this bound should work at least equally well. If we would
really use sequences set on this lower bound in stead of sequences used in full resolution and
framerate, a maximum reduction factor of over 1,000 could be reached in terms of the number
of pixels to be handled per second. The fact that less processing time is needed for the image
operations, of course, does not say anything about the extra processing needed to compensate

for the loss of information. This is entirely dependent of the algorithm. Furthermore we
should bear in mind that this lower boundary sets a minimum below which we are quite sure

that no computer vision method can do the task of tracking a series of vehicles. It does
however not guarantee that this can be done if we keep little within this bound.

During the experiment we also saw that there are some other combinations for which the
human eye can perform a tracking task, but because of the very low amount of information
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available

and the giant gaps that the human mind has to fill in, we do not expect any

computational tracking algorithm to work for these situations.
Another thing that became clear was that change in resolution and change in framerate can not

be observed apart from each other. This is because for a lower resolution the field of view
gets smaller, because of perspective: vehicles further away are observed smaller.
Finally it is very important that the results of this experiment give an idea of what could be
possible, but the quantitative results are only valid for this particular experiment. II any one of

the other parameters mentioned in section 4.1, such as kind of traffic or camera angle, are
changed, then it is to be expected that entirely different results will be obtained.

6. Computer based detection
After human based detection we can finally take a look at computer based detection. In this
chapter I will describe an experiment that I performed, which uses a triggerline algorithm.

6.1. Purpose
The

question we would like to have answered is what effect a change of resolution or

framerate has when used with an existing vehicle-tracking algorithm. The expectation is that

if either of these two parameters is decreased that the performance of the algorithm will
decrease as well. A more interesting question is to find out how low we can go, whilst
obtaining acceptable results. This approach is different from most approaches described in
literature. In those approaches a system is mostly run in full resolution. Because the
algorithms are very computational complex, a real-time system in full framerate is mostly not
possible. Researchers then mostly claim that, when run on certain hardware, their system can
reach a certain framerate. Because this never is the full framerate, the full performance of a
system is never reached as well. My approach is different in the sense that I first want to set a

lower bound on resolution and framerate. Hereby taking into account that a better
performance, relative to the computational needs, might be reached when combining a cut
back in resolution and framerate. Once we have set a lower bound for which acceptable
results can be reached, we can claim that an algorithm can run on a system when at least this
resolution and framerate can be reached in real time, instead of making claims the other way
around.

So the object is to compare the results of an existing tracking system in a number of
combinations of different resolutions and framerates, and compare the performance to a run of

the same system in full resolution and frame rate. As a full vehicle-tracking algorithm,
however, is not readily available to me, I chose to do these tests on a vehicle detection
algorithm. The algorithm that I used can test whether a vehicle passes a virtual triggerline. So
we can detect at any point in time in the sequence whether a vehicle is present on this line or
not. By laying out more of these triggerlines, we can make this more like a tracking task. Now
we can detect at different places in the image whether a vehicle is present. The thing missing
from this system to make it a real tracker, is an algorithm to match the triggers over time, to
decide which triggers belong to the same vehicle. This could be done by the regular prediction

algorithms found in complete tracking systems. One could even decide to run the trigger
algorithm in a low resolution and match vehicles to each other in a high-resolution image, as
this only has to be done when a line is triggered. In this way the triggerline algorithm is used
to select the important frames to which an other, probably computationally more complex,
algorithm should take a closer look.

But, as mentioned, in my test I only used the triggerline algorithm to detect vehicles, not
making any attempt to actually track them. I did this because an actual tracking algorithm was
not available. Here again the rule applies that if a vehicle can not be detected, it can not be

tracked either. So the results will still give an idea of how a tracking algorithm would
perform, with the exception that we cannot test the effect of changing resolution and
framerate on a matching or prediction algorithm.
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6.2. Description of the experiment
6.2.1. The dataset
For this experiment I used the entire dataset described in section 4.2, containing the three lane

wide-area view of a road. The dataset contained four minutes of consecutive footage at 25
frames per second. The original resolution was for me 320x240 pixels.

6.2.2. Setting up the triggerlines
As only two lanes are entirely visible in the images, I decided to only use the two middle

lanes. I set up 5 triggerlines per lane, as shown in the figure below.

Figure 6.2-1 View of the road with triggerlines superimposed on top. Each black line is a
trigger/me, 5 in the left lane and 5 in the right lane

The black lines in the image represent the triggerlines. The lines in the left lane are separate
from those in the right lane, so we can detect vehicles per lane. A line can be triggered or not
triggered. The lines in the image above all are not triggered. When the algorithm works
ideally, a line gets status triggered when a vehicle is present on the line. Furthermore it should
stay triggered all the time while the vehicle is present. A detailed technical description of the
triggerline algorithm can be found in section 7.6.

Figure 6.2-2 Example of a vehicle triggering two triggerlines

In the above example a vehicle is present on two triggerlines. In this image a triggered
triggerline is represented by a white line. As it should be, only the two lower triggerlines in
the right lane are triggered. I chose to place 5 triggerlines per lane, divided over the image,
because the resolution relative to the real world is much smaller in top of the image than in
the lower part. Therefore the further a line is laid out on the road surface, the smaller the

width of that line. As it is to be expected that the width of a triggerline affects its
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performance, I decided to test on different parts of the image. I laid out the lines in the image

using a homography or projective translation, a detailed description of which can be found in
section 7.4. This translation can transform co-ordinates of the roadplane in the image to coordinates that could belong to a real world road plane. I used a separate homography for both
lanes.
(0.22)

(3.22)

(3.22)

(0,22)

2
(0,0)

(3.0)

(0,0)

(3.0)

Figure 6.2-3 A separate homography for each lane. The co-ordinates in the right image

represent real-world co-ordinates relative to the lane
These homographies are shown in the figures above. The co-ordinates in the right hand image
show the co-ordinates as they should be in the real world, relative to the lane. As I had no
specific information on the real world, I had to make a guess. In this specific example the

width of a lane is 3 metres and the length of the area covered is 22 metres. To layout the
trigger lines, for each triggerline the distance from the lower line in the real world must be
given. The homography then will translate this to the right co-ordinates in the image, with the
right width for a line. I used the following heights for the triggerlines:
line nr.
1

height
Om

2
3

3m
6m

4

12m

5

22m

Table 6.2-1 The height in real-world co-ordinates for each triggerline

As the homographies are updated for every different resolution I used in the tests, the
tnggerlines can automatically be placed in these new images without changing any
parameters. In the example images above can be noticed that the triggerlines in both lanes are
not always at exactly the same height. This is due to rounding errors in the calculation of the
homography.

6.2.3. The actual experiment
For the actual experiment I run the triggerline algorithm for all 10 tnggerlines on the 4-minute
dataset. I did this for the following resolutions:
320x240
40x30

240x180
30x22

160x120
20x15

120x90

80x60

15x11

10x7

60x45

Table 6.2-2 Resolutions used in the experiment. Values are #columns x #rows
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Where 320x240 was the original resolution. For all these resolutions I run tests on different
framerates. I used all framerates obtained by skipping 1 to 25 frames for every timestep. The
framerates that are then obtained in frames per second are given below:
skip
fps
skip
fps
skip
fps
skip
fps

5

6

7

8,33

4
6,25

5,00

4,17

3,57

9

10

11

12

13

14

3,13

2,78

2,50

2,27

2,08

1,92

1,79

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

1,67

1,56

1,47

1,39

1,32

1,25

1,19

22
1,14

23
1,09

24
1,04

25
1,00

1

2

3

25,00

12,50

8

Table 6.2-3 Framerates obtained by skipping frames. The first row gives the number of
frames skipped and the second row the matching framerate in frames per second
For every combination of these framerates and resolutions the algorithm was run on the entire
sequence. During the sequence, for every triggerline was accounted at every frame whether
the line was triggered or not. In postprocessing statistics on this could be made. Below an
example is given of what is contained in the raw data:
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Figure 6.2-4 Example of raw data for the first 40 second (1000 frames) for the lower right
trigger line on highest resolution and framerate. The black dots on the upper line represent
triggers, those on the lower line non-triggers

The examples contains the trigger results of 1000 frames or 40 seconds for one trigger line.
The dots on the upper line show when the line is triggered. When we observe the graph at this
scale, it shows exactly at which moment a vehicle passed the trigger line.

6.2.4. Measures
As mentioned, postprocessing has to be done on the raw results as described above, to obtain

some performance estimations. In this section I will describe the choices that I made and the
measures which I used to estimate the performance of the algorithm for every combination of
resolution and framerate.
At first a decision should be made on what should be measured. Real triggerlines are ideal for
counting passing vehicles, furthermore the time at which a vehicle passed can be taken into
account as well. The triggerline algorithm that I used, however, was not so stable that it could
count vehicles reliable, not even for the highest resolution. This is because sometimes the

______

triggerline is not always triggered during the entire time the vehicle is passing it. Sometimes
several gaps exist over time. If we are only interested in the moment on which a vehicle is
passing a trigger line, this is not a great problem. If we want to count vehicles, however, it is.
This because every time the trigger is turned off and back on again a new vehicle is counted.
Taking this into account I decided to measure individual triggers.

For my dataset no ground truth was available. Creating a ground truth can be done by
outlining every vehicle in every frame of the sequence by hand, or by setting the status of
every triggerline in every frame by hand. As doing this would take an enormous amount of
time and then the ground truth would still be a bit arbitrary I decided not to create one. The
best alternative then was to use the testrun in the highest resolution and highest framerate as
the truth to which all other testruns should be compared.
So in the testruns for different resolution and framerate combination the status of every
triggerline should be compared to the state of the matching trigger line in the original run.
Then this status could be classified as true positive or true negative when the match was
correct for either a triggered status (positive) or a non-triggered status (negative). If the match
was not correct, a false positive could occur, when the test status was triggered while it should
not have been, or a false negative, when the test status was non-triggered while it should have
been triggered. As the original run itself was not perfect and sometimes the moment at which
the trigger status switches can differ a frame, I refined this match a little by also taking into
account the previous and next frame of the original run. Formally this can be described thus:
• True positive:
T(i) = 0(i) = 1 OR (T(i) 0(1) AND (T(i) = 0(1 —1) = 1 OR T(i) = 0(i + 1) = 1))
• True negative:
T(i) = 0(i) =0 OR (T(i) 0(i) AND (T(i) = 0(i —1) =0 OR T(i) 0(i +1) = 0))
• False positive:
(NOT (true positive OR true negative)) AND T(i) =1

False negative:
(NOT (true positive OR true negative)) AND T(i) = 0
Where T(i) is the status of the tested triggerline for frame i and 0(1) is the status of the
matching triggerline in the original run for frame i. A 1 means the status is triggered and a 0
that it is non-triggered.
•

Having set this classification for all trigger lines in all frames in a sequence, we can
accumulate them per class and derive further measures from this. At first sight the most
logical measure seems to be the percentage of frames in which the status of a triggerline was
classified as correct (true positive or true negative). This would be:
% frames classified correct =

tp+tn
tot

•100%

With tp is the number of true positives, tn is the number of true negatives and tot is the total
number of frames.
When using this measure, however, the performance of every run seems to be very high. This
is because the non-triggered status occurs much more in the original than the triggered status.
In the right lane the ratio is about 10:1, in the left lane it is even higher. This means that when

the algorithm would only return non-triggers, that the percentage of frames classified
correctly would still be over 90%.

Alternatively we can use an error measure for the percentage of false negatives or the
percentage of false positives. These are given below:
% false negatives =

fn

tp+fn

___

______
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% false positives =

tf+fp

Herefn is the number of false negatives andfp the number of false positives.

The false negatives are frames in which the status should actually be triggered, but is not. I
compare this to the sum of true positives and false negatives, because this is the number of
frames that should actually give a positive result. This is not necessarily the same as the
number of frames with a positive result in the original run, because of our broader definition
of true positives. The computation for false positives is likewise. Especially the percentage of
false negatives gives a good error rate, because we are mostly interested in the positives,
because when a line is triggered, the frame might be interesting for further investigation. The
percentage of false negatives then gives the percentage of frames we missed. On the other
hand it would not be fair to forget about the false positives rate, for when this rate is very

high, we get a lot of useless triggers, which means a lot of extra computational work.
Therefore I will measure these two rates separately.

6.2.5. Difficulties
While running a test using a triggerline algorithm in the original framerate and resolution, we

can already encounter a number of difficulties. I will discuss the most important ones in this
section.

6.2.5.1. Vehicles changing lanes
triggerlines that we use are situated within one lane. If a vehicle changes lanes it is not
always clear of which lane the triggerline is triggered. The example below gives an idea:
The

Figure 6.2-5 The triggerlines react very odd when the white car is changing lanes

6.2.5.2. Gaps
When a vehicle is passing a triggerlines sometimes gaps occur over which the vehicle is noted

by the triggerline. Watch the motorcycle in the next example:

Figure 6.2-6 In the first frame the motorcycle triggers a line, in the next two frames it does
not and in the last frame the motorcycle is noticed again
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6.2.5.3. Shadows
When a vehicle has passed a triggerline, often the shadow behind the vehicle also triggers the

line.

6.2.5.4. Exceptionally large vehicles
When large vehicles like lorries pass the camera it is possible that the image is partially
blocked. Furthermore, because the surface of such a vehicle is mostly quite smooth, it can
happen that the pixels forming a triggerline will not differ very much from frame to frame. As
this is the mechanism on which a triggerline is based, it will not trigger as well. The example
below shows several images (not all consecutive) of a truck passing.

Figure 6.2-7 Example of a truck passing and totally fooling the triggerlines

6.3. Changing resolution
As mentioned before I changed the resolution using 11 different steps ranging from 320x240
pixels to 10x7 pixels. In the first case I analysed only the change of resolution while keeping
the framerate at the highest rate. For each triggerline I computed the false negative rate and
the false positive rate as described above. The results are shown in the graph below, where the
results of every left and right triggerline at the same height are averaged.
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Figure 6.3-1 False negative rate for triggerlines 1 to 5, starting at the bottom of the image,
over 11 d/ferent resolution, using aframerate of25fps
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What can be seen in this graph is that for the first few resolution steps down from maximum,
the false negative rate stays fairly low. After a while it rises rapidly. What is more important
to notice at this time, is that the false negative rate raises faster for higher numbers of trigger

lines. These are the lines that are situated in top of the frames. This could be explained
because the width of those trigger lines, in pixels, is less than the width of the lines at the
bottom of the image. To further investigate the relation between the width of a triggerline and
the false negative rate, I plotted them against each other in the next graph.
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Figure 6.3-2 False negative rate for the triggerlines measured against the width of the

triggerline in pixels. These results were obtained at aframerate of25fps
In the plot above the width of each triggerline is plotted in stead of the resolution of the image

it was taken from. Of course each trigger line is scaled according to this resolution, but
because of the perspective in the image sequence which I used, the width of the triggerlines
differs with the width of the lane they are laid out in. The graph above shows that, given the
settings and parameters that I used in this test, we should not use triggerlines with a width
below 20 pixels. This has some implications on choosing the resolution. If we use a view of a
road such as the one in my dataset and we want to lay out triggerlines all over the image, in
the same fashion I did, then the smallest trigger line should have a width of 20 pixels. The
smallest triggerline is situated in top of the image, as the width of the road is the smallest up
there. The largest triggerline, at the bottom of the image, could be three to four times wider.
As we use two triggerlines next to each other, this means that the width of the entire image

should be at least 120 to 160 pixels. If, on the other hand, we only need one pair of
triggerlines at the bottom of the image, and none in the rest, we can do with an image width of
at least 40 pixels. But in this case we can only detect vehicles entering the image. If we have
an image sequence that is shot more perpendicular to the road, where the width of the road is
about the same for the entire image, the image resolution can be quite small as well, because
here all triggerlines will have approximately the same width.
As mentioned before, we would also take a look at the false positive rate. The graphs below
show that this rate is hardly affected by a change in resolution.

Figure 6.3-3 False positive rate for triggerlines 1 to 5, starting at the bottom of the image,
over 11 dfferent resolution, using aframerate of25fps
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Figure 6.3-4 False positive rate for the triggerlines measured against the width of the
trigger/me in pixels. These results were obtained at aframerate of25fps
The plots above are the same as the plots before these, but these describe the false positive
rate instead of the false negative rate. These plots are also made for the maximum framerate.
They show that when the resolution is decreased, or the widths of the triggerlines get smaller,
no extra false positives arise. This means that due to the decrease in resolution no extra
triggers are introduced. It seems that we can derive from this that if a tnggerline has less
width, it is less easily triggered. If we look back again at the graphs for the false negative rate,
we can see that for the lowest triggerline width the false negative rate approaches 100%. This
means that no true positive sample has been found. As we can see in the graphs for the false
positives, these also stay near to 0%. So hardly any triggers occur.
When looking at graphs containing false positive rates, always keep in mind that there are
much more negative samples in a sequence than positive samples. As the false positive rate is
measured against the total amount of samples that should be negative, a much higher amount
of false positive samples is needed to raise the false positive rate than false negative samples
are needed to raise the false negative rate.

6.4. Changing framerate
To

acquire information on the effects of changing the framerate, I first tested on the

framerates obtained by skipping 1 to 25 frames per timestep, run at a resolution of 320x240
pixels. The effect on the false negative rate is shown in the figure below.
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Figure 6.4-1 False negative rate for triggerlines ito 5, starting at the bottom of the image,
over 25 dfferentframerate steps, using a resolution of 320x240 pixels
Notice that the range of the false negative rate in the graph above is from 0% to 25%. When

we look at this plot we see that the false negative rate is hardly affected by a change in
framerate, this in contrary to a change in resolution. In this case however, the false positive
plot shows different results:
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Figure 6.4-2 False positive rate for triggerlines 1 to 5, starting at the bottom of the image,

over 25 dfferentframerate steps, using a resolution of 320x240 pixels

This graph shows that when the framerate is decreased, the false positive rate increases
rapidly. Especially when we remember that the false positive rate is measured against the
large number of negative samples. In the case of our testrun, for example, if the false positive
rate exceeds 10%, this could very well mean that there are more false positive samples present

then true positive samples. The fact that the false positive rate raises while decreasing
framerate can be explained because more time has passed between frames. Therefore the
difference between two consecutive frames can be bigger, and triggerlines work by measuring
the differences between two frames. It could be the case that a triggerline is triggered because
a vehicle really passed, but it is reported too late because of the time passing between frames.
This still is thought of as a false positive, because at the time the line is actually triggered,
there is no vehicle present at the line and therefore this information is useless.

While analysing the results of a change in framerate, we should also remember that false
positives and negatives are not ideal measures. These measures are related to the surrounding
samples in the original run. This means that when a correct sample is found, at that time a
vehicle is passing according to the original run. But as we only test for the samples in the
testrun, it is not guaranteed that between to consecutive frames in a low framerate a vehicle
has entirely passed the triggerline. However, to test whether this happens, we need a ground
truth, which describes the position of every vehicle for every timestep. This ground truth is
currently not available.

6.5. Combining resolution and framerate
As we learned in the section on human detection, changes in resolution and framerate can not

be seen separately from each other. To get an idea of the performance when decreasing
resolution as well as framerate, I printed graphs below displaying width of a tnggerline versus
the false negative rate (left) or the false positive rate. I did this for the framerates 25, 5, and 1
frames per second.
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Figure 6.5-1 False negative rates (left) and false positive rates (right) for the triggerlines
measured against the width of the triggerline in pixels. These results were obtained at the
framerates of 25, 5 and lfps.
In the graphs above I used the width of the triggerlines in stead of the resolution of the image.
As stated before, the width is more determining for the performance of a triggerline than the
resolution of the image it is placed in. Thereby, once the positions of triggerlines are set, the

width is directly dependent on the resolution of the image. I only used three sample
framerates, because it is very difficult to visualise the results for all tested framerates clearly
in one graph. These three samples will at least give an idea of the trend in the performance.

If we first take a look at the graph for the false negative rates, it is to be noticed that the
results for 25 fps. and 5 fps. are nearly equal. So the results found for the decrease of
framerate in the highest resolution can be extended for other resolutions: hardly any extra
false negatives are formed when decreasing the framerate. This means that no extra missed
triggers are introduced. When we only use the triggerline algorithm to select frames that
should be analysed further in a high resolution, then the right frames are still found. In this,
however, we have to keep in mind that all the right frames are found which occur within the
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used

frames. When using low framerates, it is possible that a vehicle has passed the

triggerline in the time between to consecutive frames. These vehicles will not be spotted, but
the false negative rate which we use will not take notice of this either. If we want to guarantee
that every vehicle is spotted, we have to guarantee that given the length and speed of the
fastest vehicles and the framerate, these vehicles have to overlap themselves in at least one
place in consecutive frames.
As the results of the false negative rate seems promising, the results of the false positive rates
are less bright. The graphs above show that when framerate is decreased, the false positive
rate rises for all width steps. This means that a lot of triggers are found at moments at which
they should not occur. If, again, we are only interested in positives for post processing, this is
not a very big problem. We only get more images passed to the more computational intensive
algorithms and they are filtered out there. However, because more images are passed to these
algorithms, the gain we achieved in lowering the computational demands by decreasing the
framerate is undone. Furthermore, if we use the triggerline system as a detection system on
itself, it is not very reliable, because far to many false triggers are generated.
The results above might give the idea that changes in resolution and changes in framerate do
not affect each other very much. However, it is not wise to decrease both of them with a big
factor at the same time. Because decreasing resolution leads to triggers being missed when a

vehicle is passing and decreasing framerate introduces new triggers when no vehicle is
passing, this could lead to a system which gives more triggers when no vehicle is passing than
when one actually does.

6.6. Computational considerations
The big difference in terms of gain in decreasing computational demands for the triggerline

algorithm compared to most other algorithms is that the effect of changing the resolution is
not so big. In a normal case, decrease in resolution leads to a quadratic gain, because normally
a rectangle area is observed. The triggerline algorithm, however, only observes lines within

the area, therefore the gain is linear to the reduction factor. If, on the other hand, more
triggerlines are used, the gain can be multiplied by the number of triggerlines in the image.

In the tests a triggerline with a width down to 20 pixels seemed to be acceptable. As the
smallest triggerline should then be 20 pixels wide, this means in the view of our experiment,
that the largest one at the bottom of the image should be about 70 pixels wide. As we use two
triggerlines next to each other, the total image width should be 140 pixels. Compared to the
original width of 320 pixels, this is a gain of only 2.3. Deciding not to put triggerlines very
high in the image would lead to better results. If we, for example, only want to detect vehicles
at the bottom of the image, we could do with a total image width of 2*20=40 pixels. This is a
gain factor of 8.
Decreasing framerate will also lead to a linear gain in decreasing computational demands.

When watching the results, however, I would not dare to give a framerate that is still
acceptable for the triggerline algorithm. Especially because skipping frames could be very
risky in this algorithm, because vehicles could pass a line entirely between two consecutive
frames. If we use triggerlines to select interesting frames for postprocessing algorithms, we
should also bear in mind that decreasing the framerate generates more false positives and
thereby more computational demands made in postprocessing.

6.7. Conclusions
From

the experiment described in this chapter we learned that when the resolution is

decreased, the false negative rate is raised. This means that more triggers are missed. On the
false positive rate the resolution has hardly any effect, so no extra triggers are introduced
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where they do not belong, when decreasing resolution. From these two facts we can conclude

that for a lower resolution a triggerline gets triggered less often in total.
It also became apparent that the width of a triggerline in pixels is more determining for the
performance of that triggerline than the actual resolution of the frame it is situated in.
When decreasing resolution, performances of triggerlines seem to be very acceptable until a
width of 20 pixels per line is reached. When the width gets below 20 pixels the false negative
rate raises rapidly. This means that a triggerline in an image should be at least 20 pixels wide.
This gives constraints on the resolution of the image or the location of tnggerlines within the
image. The width of a triggerline is also dependent on the width of the road in the image, and
therefore the point and angle of view of the camera.
As opposed to resolution, decreasing the framerate did have no effect on the false negative
rate. So no extra triggers were missed. Changing framerate however affects the false positive
rate. Extra triggers are introduced where they do not belong, when the framerate is decreased.
If we use triggerlines to select frames for a more computationally intensive postprocessing

algorithm, more frames are falsely sent to this algorithm when decreasing framerate.
Therefore the positive effects on the demand on computational power by doing this might be
undone by the extra work for the postprocessing algorithm.
Decreasing resolution and framerate at the same time will lead to extra triggers missed when a

vehicle is passing a line and extra triggers introduced when no vehicle is passing. In the
extreme this will lead to a system which will give more triggers when no vehicle is passing
then when one actually is.

_______________
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7.

Software

In this chapter I will describe several software components that I used during experiments. I
will describe a software framework that would be ideal for testing, but which does not exist
yet. Furthermore I will describe some components that I used, some written by myself, some
obtained in other ways. Finally some tooling used to set up experiments will be described.

7.1. A software framework
To test the effect of changing some parameters within a vehicle-tracking algorithm, it would

be ideal to have a software framework in which parameters can easily be changed, but which
can also be used for different tracking algorithms. I thought of a framework using different
modules for every part of the tracker, which is partially based on the system by [Beymer]. I
will describe this framework on different levels.

7.1 .1. The main components
This section describes the top-most level of components. Of course there are components

needed which handle input and output. And in between a tracker must do its job. We can
visualise the schematically:

Input

Prnrccnr

Tracker

Output

Prnracnr
I Pr p. r

n 4— ......

a

Figure 7.1-1 Main components for the software framework

Input processor. The input module should be able to read any kind of input of a video
sequence needed. This can for example be an AVI of MPEG movie, but could also be a
sequence of TIFF or JPEG frames or direct input from a framegrabber. The point to be
made is that when changing the input type, only changes in the input module should be
necessary and it should not affect the rest of the program. So the input module should be
easily adaptable and should provide the tracker, or any other module, with a uniform
interface to frames in a sequence and information on those frames. Parameters like the
resolution and the framerate must also be set within the input module. Furthermore it must

provide several preparation steps on the rough input material. Such steps can be
compensation for a camera swerving in the wind. Also some algorithms needed to

•

transform image co-ordinates to another set of co-ordinates, mostly world co-ordinates.
This is called a projective transformation and described in more detail later on. Access to
these co-ordinates must also be provided by the input module for the specific situation of
the input sequence.
Tracker. The tracker module embraces the entire tracking task. This module can be
divided in different submodules. These are described later. As a whole, this module

should export an interface from which as much results of the tracking algorithm as
•

possible can be obtained by an output module.
Output processor. This module must implement the needed kinds of output based on the

information provided by the tracker. Examples can be image sequences with tracking

information superimposed on top of it. But it does not always have to be visual
information. We can also think of traffic information being computed in the output
•

module, like traffic density at a certain time.
User interface. The user interface should surround these main modules. It should be able

to enter parameters into any of the modules. Besides that it should be able to display
results from the output module and maybe status reports of all of the modules.

7.1 .2. The tracker module
This is, of course, the module in which we are most interested. The input and output module
are necessary, but in this module the interesting things take place. For this I propose a division
in three sub-modules:

Figure 7.1-2 Splitting up the tracker in modules
•

•

•

Feature selector. The feature selector contains every step to select the features from the
input image that must be tracked. These can be sub-features or interest-points as used by
[Beymer]. But features can also be contours or blobs. In short they can be anything that I
want to use to represent (part of a) vehicle. Of course the kind of features found must be
supported by the feature tracker module, but the algorithm to find these features is only
contained within the feature selector. If an algorithm needs background subtraction, this
should also be included in this module or in a sub-module belonging to this one.
Feature tracker. In this module any algorithm can be included to match features over the
frames in the sequence. Whether a prediction algorithm is used or a search algorithm is
decided in this module. It should output something like featuretracks, which describe a
certain feature from its entry in the detection region to its exit from the detection region.
Grouper. The grouper can group together features into one vehicle. For sub-feature
tracking this is a very important step. When entire vehicles are tracked, this module might
be obsolete, but it can be used to check if a vehicle is described by one or more sets of
features, or the other way around.

The object of dividing the tracker in a set of modules connected by a clearly defined interface,
is that within modules algorithms can be easily changed without affecting the other modules.
In this way many combinations of algorithms can be used for testing.

7.2. The Dacolian Vision Library
The Dacolian Vision Library (D-ViL) is a library in C containing many different operations
on images. There are functions to read images from disk or write them to disk, basic functions
on images like copying and subtracting, functions for painting into an image, functions to
acquire statistics on images and a range of more specialised functions. I used this library as a
base for the software components that I wrote. It was also the base for several tools and
algorithms that I used, which were written by others.

7.3. Input and output processors
on D-ViL I wrote several components in C++, which I could use for experiments. The
input is handled by an input object. This reads a videosequence from disk. At the moment
Based
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only sequences of JPEG images are supported, but other input types can easily be added. For
every frame read, new objects are generated representing the frames. Apart from the actual
image it contains information on the frame and several operations on it. These frame objects

are accessible by other objects. The input object also initialises an object for projective
transformations between different sets of co-ordinate sets. There can be one transform per
image sequence, but it is also possible to define more of them, e.g. each representing one lane
of the observed road. The input object also has a parameter which can be set to skip frames,
thus lowering the frame rate and a parameter to set the resolution for testing, if this should be
different from the original resolution.
A separate output object is not yet available. At the moment output is performed by a simple
image display class. One or more still images can be displayed, no moving images however.
Other output can be written to a text file. The output can be generated in the main program or
in test functions within the separate objects. If we want to see a moving sequence, to get a feel
of what happens, we can write the separate images to file and combine these externally into a
movie.

7.4. Projective transformation
As mentioned before, some algorithms require a projective transformation or a homography.
In this a set of co-ordinates is transformed to another set of co-ordinates, mostly to minimise
the effect of perspective. The transformation mostly performed is from image co-ordinates to
world co-ordinates. Here image co-ordinates are the co-ordinates of pixels in the input image.
World co-ordinates mostly refer to two-dimensional co-ordinates on the road plane. These coordinates represent the distance from a point on the real road plane, when observed from a
viewpoint perpendicular to the road. An example of such a transformation is given in the
image below. From either of these sets of co-ordinates another transform can be made to
display an output on the screen. And of course transformations the other way round can also
be made.
•
•
•
•
U

•

U

U

I
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Figure 7.4-1 Proj ective transformation from image to worldplane

In the above figure an example is shown. Here the area to observe is overlaid on the image.
Every point within this area can be mapped to a point on the world plane by a multiplication
with transformation matrix H. To compute this matrix we take the four corner points of the
area in the image and define which world co-ordinates these should be mapped onto. We then
have four pairs of image co-ordinates (Xn, ya) and world co-ordinates (X, Ye). The mapping
for every point in the image should be:
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If we eliminate the unknown scaling factor p, we have eight unknowns, A, B...H, to be
solved. To do this we have two linear equations:

Ax+By+C-GxX-HyX=X
Dx+Ey+F-GxY-HyY=Y
If we substitute in these the four sets of corner points, we are left with eight unknowns and
eight linear equations, so this system can be solved.
In my program this system is solved by Gaussian elimination, using an algorithm described in
[Atkinson, pp. 520-521]. In this way several transformation matrices are computed, to map to
and from different co-ordinate systems. These computations are done once at the start of the
program. Then there are functions that can be called to map co-ordinates from one plane onto
another. In this function a vector containing the x and y co-ordinate and a one is multiplied
with the desired transformation matrix, as shown above. The scaling factor p is compensated

by dividing the X and Y co-ordinates by the third element of the resulting vector
(representing 1• p).
The image below shows an example that is not very useful to use in a tracker, but will give a
good feel of what the algorithm does.

Figure 7.4-2 Example of a transformation. The image below is in world co-ordinates and
rotated to the left

The transformation shown above is from image co-ordinates to world co-ordinates, with the
transformation area plotted in the upper image. The lower image is rotated to the left to save
space, so the most right part corresponds to the lower part of the original image. The lower
image is computed by transforming the co-ordinates for every pixel in it to co-ordinates in
image co-ordinates. Using these co-ordinates the corresponding grayvalue is taken from the
original image. As said before, the object of such a transformation is to minimise the effect of
perspective. But because of this transformation the perspective gets entirely garbled! The idea
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however is that we track subfeatures consisting of one pixel. Although they may not be

mapped to the right place in the worldplane, they do move parallel to the road plane in the
real world. That is why when we only look at the single feature over time, its traject is like it
would be in the real world, so we can do predictions on that.

7.5. Feature Detector
For the part of feature selection, I implemented one algorithm. This is the corner detection

algorithm used in [Beymer], part of which is described in more detail by [Schmid]. This
algorithm uses corners in an image as features. To decide whether a point (x, y) is a corner, a
matrix A is created, which averages the derivatives in the image in a window W around the
point:
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Where I(x, y) is the derivative of the point in x-direction and Iy(x, y) in y-direction. (xk, yk)
are

the points in window W around (x, y). In our case this window is of size 2x2. If the

smallest eigenvalue of this matrix is above a certain threshold, then a corner is declared.

To determine the derivatives in the x-direction for every point in an image, I subtract the
image from the same image shifted one pixel to the right. The derivative in y-direction is
determined in a similar manner.

7.6. Trigger Line Detection
A trigger line is a virtual line that can be put on the road surface. This line can detect when a
vehicle is passing. An example is shown in the images below. Here actually two triggerlines
are active, each placed in one lane. In the images below a trigger line is represented by a black
line. This line turns white when a vehicle is detected, as is the case in the second image.

Figure 7.6-1 A vehicle just before passing a trigger line (left) and while passing a trigger line

In my implementation there is a trigger line class. Thus one or more trigger lines can be
created. For each trigger line the position in the image can be defined. The detection of the
trigger line is based on the difference between two consecutive images. This difference is
only computed on the actual line, so it does not waste any computation resources. Then the
width of the deviation is measured. This is done by searching for the first and the last
difference values that are above a noise threshold. If this width is bigger than a width
threshold we continue to the next step, otherwise we declare the line not to be triggered. The
next step consists of computing the standard deviation of the difference in gray values on the

trigger line. This is only done for the values within the area for which the width of the
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deviation was found. When the standard deviation is above another threshold, then the line is

declared triggered, otherwise it is not.

7.7. External tooling
To generate image sequences for specific testing situations I used some external tools:

•

•

•

LPR-Player. A standard MPEG-movie player linked together with the D-ViL-library and
an MPEGdecoder to save an MPEG-movie into a sequence of separate TIFF images.
Together with another D-ViL-based program a factor can be set to degrade the resolution.
The resulting images will then be scaled back up to the original resolution, resulting in big
pixel-blocks. These images can be used for testing by the human eye.
RvLookingGlass. This program can perform several image-processing methods on image
sequences and save them in AVI-movies or JPEG sequences. I used it to obtain JPEG
sequences from AVI-movie inputs.
Corel Photo Paint 8.0. I used this program together with a moviebuilder script to convert
image sequences back into an AVI-movie. This can be used for human eye testing, for
which in the moviebuilder script a modification is built to change the framerate. It can
also be used for a visual inspection of the results of a computer-based algorithm.
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8. Conclusions
To conclude this report, I will present the most general conclusions found on the way shortly

in a bullet wise fashion.
• Gain can be achieved. It has become apparent that at least some gain in decreasing

demands on computational resources can be achieved whilst maintaining an acceptable

performance of vehicle tracking when decreasing resolution and framerate. My
experiments specifically showed that on human visual inspection vehicles could still be
tracked at a resolution of 23x 19 pixels and a framerate of 1.67 frames per second for the
testsequence I used. In terms of computational gain this is a factor of over 1,000 compared
to the original sequence. This, of course, if computational complexity is linear with the
number of pixels which have to be handled. The triggerline experiment showed that a
triggerline of at least 20 pixels is needed to reach acceptable results. For our setup this
means that the resolution width could only be halved. If only triggerlines at the bottom of
the image are used or a camera setup where the width of the road is constant over the
image, an image width of 40 pixels would be enough, resulting in a reduction factor in

width of about 8. If we extend this to algorithms that use all image lines, the total
reduction factor would be 64. Decreasing framerate for the triggerline algorithm was
considered risky. If the framerate must be decreased, I would advise not to get below 5
frames per second, to ensure that every triggerline is passed by every vehicle.
•

Gain for resolution is bigger. As for most algorithms the total area of an image is
considered, the gain factor in reducing amounts of pixels is quadratic opposed to the
factor with which the resolution is decreased.

•

Decreasing framerate is risky. When decreasing framerate chances are that a vehicle
does not get detected. This is dependent on the speed of vehicles. Whether a vehicle can
still be detected under decreasing resolution is dependent on its size. Limitations on sizes
of vehicles are better predictable than their speeds. Therefore decreasing framerate is more
risky.

•

Do not go too low. This, of course, is a very general conclusion. But when it is not
absolutely necessary I would advise not to use the ultimate lower boundaries in resolution
and framerate. This because when getting close to the boundaries the results that can be
achieved decrease rapidly while the gain in terms of computational demands is very low.

My general conclusion would be:
• Use decreasing resolution as a mean to reduce computational demands. This because it

has the biggest gain potential and it is less risky than reducing framerate or use a
combination of both.

What was not researched in this paper is the effect of decreasing resolution on the ability of
specific algorithms to find the features they need in a low-resolution image. This might be a
subject of future research. But maybe a more interesting subject of future research is:
• Finding low resolution features. It would be interesting to do research on algorithms that
can select usable features for vehicle tracking in low-resolution images.
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